Cooperative hydrogen bonds of macromolecules. 3. A model study of the proximity effect.
Experimental and theoretical evidence for the proximity effect as a basic mechanism of the hydrogen bond cooperativity was obtained in a model system. Hydrogen bond (HB) interaction between poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) and selected acids as HB donors was studied using PFG NMR self-diffusion measurements, 1H NMR longitudinal relaxation and quantum-mechanical DFT calculations. Bivalent HB donors, such as glutaric (GA) and adipic acid (AA), were compared to univalent donors 4-chlorobutyric acid, 4-acetylbutyric acid and 5-chlorovaleric acid. PFG NMR established substantially larger HB equilibrium constants for AA and, in particular, GA than for univalent donors, thus indicating cooperativity of COOH groups in bivalent donors. According to the values of these constants, the fraction of the transiently bound GA and AA molecules, which are bound by two hydrogen bonds, is 0.70 and 0.63, respectively. This result, which means substantial cooperativity in particular in GA, was then independently verified by a relaxation study comparing longitudinal relaxation rates of univalent and bivalent donors. Analysis of relaxation led to the same probabilities that HB of one COOH group of a bivalent donor will be accompanied by HB of another COOH group of the same molecule, namely 0.70 for GA and 0.63 for AA. Such cooperativity must be due to the proximity effect, i.e., the lowering of the entropy demand of the next binding by the motional restriction imposed by the already existing bonds. This conclusion is in excellent agreement with DFT calculations on the interaction of GA with a model vinylpyridine dimer, which predict preference of double binding of the same GA molecule over that of two GA molecules and show that this preference is due to a substantially lower entropy demand.